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CHAPTER ONE

STUDENT INDUSTRIAL WORK EXPERIENCE SCHEME (SIWES)
1.0. INTRODUCTION TO SIWES
The industrial training program or student industrial work experience scheme (SIWES) is
appreciable skilled program designed to equip students to the real working experience. The
scheme is a program involving universities, polytechnics and technical colleges and students of
various institutions in the country. The student industrial work experience scheme (SIWES) is
funded jointly by industrial training fund (ITF). The training lasts for six months. The theory and
practical aspect is being joined together in the program in order to find out how things are being
done. In theory, we are to read novels, books, but in practical we have to know how to do things
by ourselves practically.

1.1 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Industrial training (it) provides an avenue for student in an institution of higher learning to
acquire industrial skills and experience in their course of study. Specifically, the objectives of the
student industrial work experience scheme are to:
i.

Prepare students for the work situation they are likely to meet after graduation.

ii.

Provide an avenue for students in the Nigeria universities to acquire industrial skills
and experience in their course of study.

iii.

Make the transition from the university to the world of work easier, and thus enhance
students contacts for later job placements;
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iv.

Enlist and strengthen employers’ involvement in the entire educational process of
preparing university graduates for employment in industry.

v.

Provide students with an opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in real work
situation, thereby bridging the gap between university work and actual practices; and

vi.

Expose students to work methods and techniques in handling equipment and machine
that may not be available in the universities.

1.2 IMPORTANCE OF SIWES
i.

It provides students with an opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in real
life situations.

ii.

It exposes students to more practical work methods and techniques.

iii.

It strengthens links between the employers, universities and the industrial training
fund (ITF)

iv.

It prepares the students for the labor market after graduation
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ORGANOGRAM AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT
1.3. PHILOSOPHY

Federal teaching hospital Abakaliki (FETHA) is an institution established by federal government of Nigeria. This
establishment encompasses different sections, units and department which undertake different type of treatment.

The main mission of the establishment is to restore people’s health, to treat and to cure people with different
diseases. Federal is one the famous known hospital in Nigeria with experts and professional health workers and
care takers. Within this institution, it foster academic and skill acquisition program. Its location and background
or environment are fully aerated and thus fosters and up to health restoration.

1.4. HISTORY OF FETHA

1) The former federal medical centre Abakaliki now federal teaching hospital, Abakaliki was
established in the 1930s by the then colonial administration to serve as a casualty control post
for soldiers wounded in the Cameroon theatre of the 2nd world war. It subsequently became
the Abakaliki general hospital, administered successively by the then eastern regional
government, the then east central, Anambra, Enugu and finally Ebonyi states governments.

By 1973, the hospital had a full complement of consultant staff and was approved for training
of house officers. Subsequently, the facilities deteriorated and the progressive loss of
consultant staff as the east central state was split into many states impacted adversely on the
hospital services. Thus, accreditation for training of house officers lapsed and services
deteriorated to such an extent that the hospital almost became moribund.
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Following the agreement between the federal government of Nigeria and the Enugu state
government, the general hospital, Abakaliki was taken over by the federal ministry of health
as a federal medical centre on March 1, 1990 with dr. Ekuma Orji Uzor as the pioneer
medical director.

With the takeover, the hospital made tremendous progress, and assumed all the
responsibilities of being a federal health institution. Dilapidated facilities were rehabilitated
in 1999, broken down equipment were repaired and modern equipment acquired. Two
additional modern theatres were constructed and a modern neo-natal unit commissioned. An
ultramodern casualty and children’s emergency unit and a resident’s hall complex were put
in place as well as an intensive therapy unit.

In 2007 Dr. Paul olisaemeka Ezeonu, the erstwhile head of clinical services in the medical
centre took up the mantle of leadership as the chief medical director. Following this, a
development in every department of the hospital went upscale and has remained so.

The hospital now has consultants in most clinical department and has been able to reactivate
wards that were dormant because of death of staff. Attendance has crept up steadily with
outpatient load of about eight thousand monthly. Accreditations for the training of house
officers have been granted.

On its part, the Ebonyi state university teaching hospital was earlier established as a
specialist hospital, Abakaliki, in the early 1980s. In 1996, following the creation of Ebonyi
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state and the take-off of the state university, the specialist hospital was converted to a
teaching hospital to serve Ebonyi state university.

On 7th December, 2011, president Goodluck Jonathan in fulfillment of his election promise
to Ebonyi people upgraded the federal medical centre to a federal teaching hospital and
directed that Ebonyi state university teaching hospital be absorbed into the new mega
teaching hospital. The handover process was completed on 23rd December 2011 including
the absorption of the staff of the defunct EBSUTH.

The new federal teaching hospital is indeed mega with retinue of consultants in various
specialties, 604 bed capacity distributed in various departments and a capacity for 250 house
officers. This foremost health institution which is one of its kinds east of the Niger is
continually improving in strength, structure and facility and has the establishment of a school
of nursing and midwifery on its radar. The hospital complex of the school of nursing and
midwifery billed to accommodate a total of 360. Student nurses are already completed.

The new hospital complex is designed as a one stop complex to accommodate various units
and departments such as children’s emergency units and wards, obstetrics and gynecology
(O&G) wards and units, administration department, consulting rooms and about sixty wards
among others.

New structures constructed include resident doctors and house officers’ quarters comprising
several units of self-contained accommodations, medical records blocks, laboratories, dental
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clinics and several other facilities with modern ancillary amenities to complement the
structures. Other on-going infrastructional developments at the new FETHA arena included
the ultra-modern auditorium with five thousand sitting capacity, a lecture hall to
accommodate two-hundred comfortably seated persons, a library and e-library structure and
an ultra-modern theatre.

According to the architect handling the project Mr. Eric Adama, part of the on-going
construction include reclamation of some parts of the area to control the ecological
challenges being experience at the site.
Motto of FETHA;

excellence in health care delivering
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1.5. 0RGANOGRAM

Federal teaching hospital Abakaliki (FETHA)

FETHA 2

FETHA 1

CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR (CMD)
CHAIRMAN, MEDICAL ADVISARY COMMITTEE

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION

INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
ADMISSIONS
BILLING & COLLECTION
HEALTH EDUCATION
MEDICAL RECORDS
ACCOUNTS
HUMAN RESOURCES

THERAPEUTIC DEPARTMENT
DIAGNNOSTIC DEPARTMENT
PHYSICAL
THERAPY
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
SPEECH PATHOLOGY
RESPIRATORY THERAPY

SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

SURGERY
MEDLAB
RADIOLOGY
EMERGENCY

MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY
CARDIOLOGY
SOCIAL SERVICE
NEUROLOGY
SPORTS MEDICINE
MORBID/HISTOPATH
NURSING
DIETARY

OTHER DIAGNOSTIC
SERVICE

CENTRAL SUPPLY
BIOTECH
SECURITY
MAINTAINANCE

WORKS
OTHER SUPPORT
SERVICE
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CHAPTER 2

REPORT ON DIFFERENT SECTION/UNIT OF THE ORGANISATION AND
INSTRUMENTATION

2.1. MORBID ANATOMY/HISTOPATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT:

This department is a very important department in federal teaching hospital
Abakaliki [FETHA], because it contributes in maintaining patient, reach
purposes and for training students. Tissue biopsy, embalmment of the body after
death, preservation, storing and display of pathological case are done for
academic purposes.
The department is divided into three, depending on its important task, they
are;


Tissue processing unit



Museum section



Mortuary section.

2.1.1. HISTOPATHOLOGY [TISSUE PROCESSING] SECTION.

Histopathology section is the section that deals with study of microscopic changes or
abnormalities in tissues, caused as a result of disease. The section deals with the collection and
processing of histological and cytological tissues. The collection is done by excision for
histology samples and by aspiration for cytology specimen. The aim of histopathology is
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examination of surgically removed tissue or aspirate for the purpose of detailed study to further
help in diagnosing, treating, and preventing future occurrences of a particular pathological
complication.

2.1.2. MUSEUM SECTION.

Museum section collects pathological or histological tissues. This pathological
tissues are preserved, stored and are used in making tissue pot and displaying it for research
purpose and reference purposes. This section is majorly done by the curator

2.1.3. MORTUARY SECTION

The mortuary sections are the section that embalm and preserve deceased body or dead
bodies. Before the body is embalmed, there must be a death certificate which is coming from
the doctor in charge of the deceased when he/she is alive, to show that the body is dead.

After embalmment the body is stored, preserved until the owners of the deceased come
to collect the body.

2.2RADIOLOGY SECTION.

In the radiology section, imaging and examination of internal organs of human are
done here using some equipment and a range of techniques to capture or snap the
internal part of the body.

The core radiological imaging modalities used in FETHA are;
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X-rays,



Ultrasound,



Computed tomography[ct] scan and



Magnetic resonance imaging [MRI].
Other important imaging modalities include:


Contrast study



Doppler`s tomography



Angiography and fluoroscopy



Mammography



Nuclear medical imaging
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2.4. INSTRUMENTATION

The instrument used in different sections will be discussed below;

2.4.1 INSTRUMENT/ MATERIALS USED IN HISTOPATHOLOGY /TISSUE
PROCESSING UNIT.

1. Histological or cytology sample:
2. Surgical glove: covering and protection of hands from hazard
3.

Surgical cut-up board: for placing of sample during grossing

4. Surgical knife: for dissection of the sample
5. Surgical blade and scalpel: for dissection of sample and surgery
6. Forceps: for picking the grossed tissue
7. Cotton wool or foam: for cleaning of the grossing area
8.

Cassettes-for storing samples after grossing and during processing

9.

Oven; for melting of paraffin wax

10. Reagents: for preserving the sample
11. Automated tissue processor: for routine tissue processing.
12. Embedding machine: for casting or burring of tissues in the paraffin wax.
13. Refrigerator; for cooling of tissues.
14. Bunsen burner; for melting of wax.
15. Spatula: for removing the cassette from one stage in histopathology to another.
16. Microtome machine; for sectioning.
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17. Tissue slide: for mounting of tissues.
18. Paraffin wax: for embedding specimen.
19. Centrifuge: for spinning the cytology sample
20. Hot plate: drying of slide
21. Water bath: for floating tissue sections
22. Binocular microscope: for viewing the processed slide
23. Racks: for placing slides during processing
24. Stop watch: for keeping time
25. Wooden blocks: for mounting embedded tissues for sectioning
26. Measuring cylinder: for measuring reagents.
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27.
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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2.4.2 INSTRUMENT/MATERIALS USED IN MUSEUM

1. Sample/ specimen: for the pot making
2. Perspex cutter: use for cutting perspex sheet.
3. Perspex cement: for gluing the pot
4. Water filter: it contains mounting fluid
5. Stirring rod: for stirring reagents
6. Measuring cylinder: for measuring fluids used in the pot making
7. Tray: for placing the specimen
8. Needle and thread: for stitching the tissue on the center plate
9. Saw: also used for cutting perspex sheet.
10. Workmate; the table used for construction
11. Weighing balance: for checking weight of samples and solvents used for mounting.
12. Perspex sheet; for making museum pot.
13. Scissors: for cutting
14. Weight: for pressing down the pot
15. Drilling machine; for perforations.
16. Tissue container; for fixing the tissue.
17. Needle and syringe: for filling the museum pot.
18. Meter rule: for measuring perspex sheath
19. Display shelves: for displaying finished pot
20. Masking tape: for labeling.
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2.4.3 INSTRUMENTS/ MATERIALS USED IN MORTUARY SECTION

1. Laboratory coat and aprons: used for protection
2. Surgical gloves: for protection of the arm from biohazards
3. Surgical blade and scalpel: for making incision
4. Forceps: for holding the tissue
5. Face mask and eye goggle: for protection of the eyes and face
6. Cannula: for delivering of fluid inside the femoral artery
7. Boots: for protections
8. Twine: for tighten the artery
9. Needle and thread: for stitching
10. Trolley: where dead body are kept for embalmment
11. Tray: for storing deceased body
12. Gravitational tank: for storing embalming fluid
13. Reagents for embalming are; glycerol, mentholated spirit and formalin.
14. Cotton wool: for closing the orifice before stitching
15. Cold chamber refrigerator: for storing of dead body.
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2.4.4. INSTRUMENT USED IN RADIOLOGY.

1. X-ray machine: for radiological imaging
2. Ultra sound: uses sound waves for imaging
3. Computed tomography scan machine [ect scan]: used for radiological
imaging which produces axial imaging
4. Magnetic resonance imaging machine[MRI]: for MRI imaging
5. Ultrasound gel: used during ultrasound imaging
6. Mammography machine: used during mammography imaging to view soft
tissues of the breast

X‐RAY MACHINE

CT‐ SCAN MACHINE

A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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ULTRASOUND MACHINE
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCES ARE; The industrial training program has
made me learn other relevant things that would help me to learn other relevant things
that would help me in my career as an anatomist and my everyday life. Thus, it
exposed me to different experiences like;

I.
II.

It has made me to understand the practical aspect of anatomy very well.
It has made me to understand all the techniques in tissue processing, museum and
mortuary section and also made me to see what we will face ahead as an
anatomist in the future.
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CHAPTER 3

3.0 DIFFERENT THINGS DONE IN ALL THE SECTIONS
3.1 MORBID/ HISTOPATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

This department is divided into three basic units, and these units are:


Histopathology unit



Museum units



Mortuary unit

In my training, I was exposed in this. They are as follows;

3.1.1. HISTOPATHOLOGY/ TISSUE PROCESSING UNIT

Histopathology is a branch of pathology that deals with the study of disease in a tissue
section. It is an examination biopsy or surgical specimen by pathologist, after the specimen
has been proceeds and histological sections have been placed onto glass slides. The tissue or
sample undergoes a series of step before it reaches the examiners desk to be thoroughly
examined microscopically to arrive at a particular diagnosis.

For these to be done, it is important that the tissue must be prepared in such a manner that is
sufficiently thick and thin to be examined microscopically and all the structures in a tissue
may be differentiated. There are stages a specimen that is brought in the histopathology unit
takes for its processing. They include;
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a. Reception
b. Grossing
c. Fixation
d. Tissue processing
i. Dehydration
ii. Clearing
iii. Embedding
3.1.1.1.RECEPTION: In this stage, as soon as the specimen is received in the laboratory,
they check if the specimen is properly labeled with the name, age hospital
registration number and the nature of tissue to be examined and the requisition form
is also filled.

This specimen is also checked if it is in proper fixative. The fixative should be fifteen to
twenty times the volume of the specimen. The fixative is added if not present in
sufficient quantity. Also check if the financial matters have been taken care of, like in
Federal Teaching Hospital Abakaliki I, they pay #5000 for each specimen.

The entries about the specimen is made in biopsy register and the specimen is being
given a pathology number called an accession number. This number will accompany the
specimen everywhere, which is the main number of the specimen in that unit

3.1.1.2.GROSSING: grossing is the process by which pathological specimen are inspected
with bare eyes to obtain diagnostic information. The following points should be
noted before the specimen is processed for microscopic examination.
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Identification of the specimen: confirmation of patient and anatomical site from
which the specimen has been obtained.



Clinical details



Gross description: the written record of physical appearance of the specimen
like the following; shape color, odor and the measurements.

When the details on the specimen were taken, the pathologist cut a small portion
more than one. These portions are placed in a cassette with their labels.

A PATHOLOGIST GROSSING A TISSUE INFETHA

A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.1.1.3.FIXATION: These is a process of using chemicals to prevent deterioration of tissue
thereby maintaining the tissue chemistry and shape as life-like as possible after
death. Fixation is a complex series of chemical events that brings about changes in
the various chemical constituents of cell like hardening. However, the cell
morphology and structure detail is preserved.
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Unless the specimen is fixed soon after the removal from the body, it will undergo
degenerative changes due to autolysis and putrefaction so that the morphology of the
individual cell will be lost.

3.1.1.3.1. PRINCIPLE OF FIXATIONThe fixative brings about cross linking of protein which produces denaturation or
coagulation of proteins so that the semifluid state is converted into semisolid state; so
that it maintains everything in vivo in relation to each other. Thus semisolid state
facilitates easy manipulation of tissue.

3.1.1.3.2. AIMS AND EFFECT OF FIXATION
If a fresh tissue is kept at room temperature, it will become liquefied with a foul
smell mainly due to action of bacteria i.e. Putrefaction and autolysis. Therefore, the aims
of fixation are:
 To preserve the tissue to be like normal as possible
 To prevent postmortem changes like autolysis and putrefaction.
 Preservation of chemical compounds and micro anatomic constituents, so that
further histochemistry is possible
 Hardening: the hardening effect of fixatives allows easy manipulation of soft
tissue
 Solidification: converts the normal semisolid consistency of cells to an
irreversible semisolid consistency.
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 Optional differentiation: it alters to varying degrees the refractive indices of
the various components of cells and tissues so that unstained components are
more easily visualized than when unfixed.
 Effect of staining: certain fixatives like formaldehyde intensify the staining
character of the tissue especially with haematoxylin.

A TISSUE FIXED IN FORMAL SALINE(FIXATIVE)

A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.1.1.3.3. PROPERTIES OF FIXATIVES
1) Coagulation and precipitation
2) Penetration fixation: fixatives can penetrate the tissue faster; its penetration
power depends on the molecular weight, like formalin fixes a tissue faster.
3) Solubility of fixatives: all fixatives should be soluble in a suitable solvent,
preferably in water so that adequate concentration can be prepared.
4) Concentration: it is important that the concentration of fixatives is isotonic or
hypotonic.
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3.1.1.3.4. REAGENTS OF FIXATIVES:

The most common and suitable reagent for fixation is formaldehyde because;


It is cheap,



Penetrate rapidly and



Doesn’t ever harden tissues

Other fixatives are:


Alcohol, acetone, mercuric chloride [hgcl2], picric acid, potassium dichromate.
Osmium tetroxide, acetic acid and glutaraldehyde.

3.1.1.4.TISSUE PROCESSING:
Tissue processing is referred to as treatment of the tissue necessary to impregnate it
into a solid medium so that the tissue is rendered sufficiently firm yet elastic for the
tissue sections of desirable thickness to be cut on microtome machine.

Before proceeding on tissue processing, as soon as the tissue is received, it is very
important that the tissue is properly labeled so as to avoid any confusion regarding
duplication of same name or giving a wrong diagnosis to the patient. Labeled are not
done using ink because it can clear off when in contact with the chemicals. Therefore,
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thin white card with a soft lead pencil, typed or printed labels are used, and for the label
to remain with their specimen, both the specimen and the tissue are kept in a cassette.

3.1.1.4 PRINCIPLE OF TISSUE PROCESSING

The tissues are embedded in a solid medium by the help of first removing the tissue
water which is then replaced by any solid medium such as paraffin wax so that the tissue is
rendered firm enough to enable thin sections to be cut, at the same time, the tissue is soft
(not so hard to enable microtome knife to cut the sections. The embedding medium has to
thoroughly permeate the tissue in fluid form so that it solidifies without any damage to the
tissue. The most satisfactory embedding medium used in routine histology is paraffin wax.
Most of the tissue fixatives are aqueous fixatives so before the tissue can be embedded in
paraffin wax it is necessary that the water and some of the lipid tissue fluids be removed
completely by a variety of compounds through a process called dehydration.

Prior to paraffin wax embedding and impregnation, the tissue must be subjected to the
following steps:

a) Dehydration
b) Clearing
c) Embedding.
3.1.1.4.1. DEHYDRATION: After fixation in aqueous solvent, the tissue needs to be
dehydrated slowly starting from 70% ethyl alcohol, 90% to 100% [absolute]
ethyl alcohol.
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Starting with high concentration of alcohol initially is inadvisable because this may
cause very rapid removal of water and may produce shrinkage.
For routine biopsy and postmortem tissue of 4-7mm thickness 70%, 90% and
absolute alcohol [for 2-3 hours each] are sufficient to give reasonable satisfactory
result.

3.1.1.4.2. CLEARING: clearing is a process which leaves the tissues clear and transparent
clearing means appearance of tissue after it has been treated by the fluid chosen
to remove the dehydrating agent like alcohol. The clearing agent helps to make
the tissue translucent and is required when the dehydrating agent is not miscible
to the embedding agent. It helps in miscibility of both the dehydrating agent and
the embedding agent.
The commonly used clearing agent is xylene because it has rapid action
ability, but when tissue is prolonged in it causes brittle. Other clearing agents are;
toluene and benzene, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride and cedar wood oil.
3.1.1.4.2.1.PURPOSE OF CLEARING


Remove alcohol to make paraffin impregnation complete



Acts as solvent for the mounting media which renders the tissues transparent and
improves the refractive index, making microscopic examination easier.

3.1.1.4.3. IMPREGNATION AND INFILTRATION
It is the complete removal of clearing reagents by substitution of paraffin or any such
similar media. During this process clearing agent diffuses out and molten wax is
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infiltrated. The wax which has infiltrated in the tissue gets deposited. Routinely two
changes are given in the wax to get proper impregnation. The duration and number of
changes required for thorough impregnation of tissue depends on:


Sizes and type of tissue: longer time is required for thicker tissues.



Clearing agent employed



Use of vacuum imbedding

Impregnation with paraffin wax takes place in an oven heated to 56-60c depending upon the
melting point of the wax in use.

Frequent check of the temperature of paraffin baths is required since temperature 5c above
the melting point of the paraffin will cause tissue shrinkage and hardening.

3.1.1.4.3.1.PROPERTIES OF PARAFFIN WAX


Easy to prepare large number of tissue blocks in comparatively short time



Minimum supervision is required



It is cheaper than other impregnating media



During staining there is very little difficulty than other media

Note: paraffin wax should be freed from dust and water [causes paraffin wax to crystallize
and turn it white].it has to be filtered by ordinary filter paper before use.
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3.1.1.4.3.2.TECHNIQUE OF IMPREGNATION

The tissue is transferred from the clearing agent to molten paraffin wax. The amount of wax
should be 25-50 times the volume of tissue. The tissue must be submitted to 3 changes in
wax. The temperature of the wax bath should be 2-3 c above the melting point of wax.

3.1.1.4.4. EMBEDDING

It is the orientation of tissues in melted paraffin wax which when solidified provides a firm
medium for keeping intact all parts of the tissue when section is cut. The type of mould used
for embedding is leuckharts l pieces which are two l which are resting metal usually brass,
which are resting on a flat metal or glass plate.

3.1.1.4.4.1.TECHNIQUE OF EMBEDDING


Molten paraffin wax which is heated at a temperature 2-3° above the melting point is
poured into the mold to an adequate depth so as to cover the thickest tissue block.



The wax touching the mold will quickly form a thin semi solid layers, now introduce
the tissue with a rewarmed forceps to prevent the wax to stick to it. The tissue is
pressed in this semisolid wax to orient it at the bottom of mold in a correct plane.



Fix the label in position by pressing one edge against solidifying wax usually sides
of the mould are preferred.
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As soon as a film of solid wax is formed on the surface, the whole block with mould
are submerged in cold water at 20°c. If this is not done there will be crystallization of
wax, using ice water to do initial cooling will also cause the block to crack.



When blocks are set hard they are removed from mould. The tissue surface towards
the mould base is from where the sections are to be cut this surface should be
trimmed lightly with a scalpel so as to expose the tissue.

EMBEDDING OF TISSUE IN
PARAFFIN WAX WITH ITS LABEL

FIXING OF EMBEDDED
TISSUES IN ITS
WOODEN BLOCK

A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.1.1.4.5. SECTIONING

Also called microtomy. It is the process of making thin slices of tissues for anatomical
observation with a microscope. A microtome machine is a mechanical device for cutting
uniform sections of tissue of appropriate thickness.
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3.1.1.4.5.1.PRINCIPLE: To use the rotator microtome or any other type of microtome to make
thin sections for microscopy.
3.1.1.4.5.2.PROCEDURE FOR SECTIONING:
I.

Set the water bath to reach 48 4 degrees celsius before sectioning to heat water. This is
used to float the tissue section prior to picking with a slide.

II.

Place the wax blocks faced down on ice cubes for 10minutes to chill the block to
facilitate fast sectioning. This renders the block sufficiently hard for thin sectioning.

III. Put the wax block in the block holder of the microtome.
IV. Place a very sharp fresh blade on a microtome and lock it in place and make sure blade
guards are closed. Lock microtome handle when not in use.
V.

Adjust the block holder screws to place the block parallel to the blade.

VI. Unlock handle and turn handle until samples starts cutting a little. The block is repeatedly
sectioned at 20microns thickness per slice to remove excess wax till the entire surface of
the tissue is exposed, discard the paraffin ribbon.
VII. Secure and readjust the wax block and section the block at 3-5microns, this gives you a
nice ribbon for easy microscopy. Some tissue biopsies are sectioned at different thickness
but anything above 5microns is a thick section.
VIII. Gradually pick the sections with a forceps and lower onto a water bath.
IX. If difficulty is encountered in spreading of the tissue, float the section on a 30% alcohol
to increase the surface tension before transferring to the water bath.
X.

Allow the section to remain on a water bath until it has spread sufficiently.
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XI. Pick the section with the plain side of a frosted slide, a mixture of glycerol and albumen
at ratio of 50:50 is applied on the slide before picking the section from the water bath to
enable the section stick to the slide.
XII. Place the slides with paraffin sections on a hot plate or oven for 20 minutes (so the wax
just starts to melt) to bond the tissue to the glass and also to dry some of the moisture.
XIII. Label the biopsy number on the frosted end of the slide with a pencil.
XIV. Arrange the slide on a staining rack for staining.

AN EMBEDDED TISSUE READY FOR SECTIONING IN
THE MICROTOMY MACHINE.
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.1.1.4.6. STAINING:

The section prepared is colourless and different can’t be appreciated. Staining them with
different coloured dyes, having affinity of specific components of tissue, making the
identification and study of their morphology possible.
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3.1.1.4.6.1.METHOD OF STAINING

The method taken during staining are as follows:

a) Dewaxing: it is the removal of paraffin wax due to wax doesn’t allow
permeability of stain wax is removed by immersing it into 3 series of xylene for 5
minutes each. This is facilitated by warming the slide up to 600c in the hot oven
for melting
b) Removal of xylene: this is done by immersing the slide into ethyl alcohol,
starting from absolute alcohol, 90% to 70% alcohol for 1-2 minute each.
c) Rinsing of the slide with distilled water to remove surface alcohol.
d) Staining of the slide with haematoxylin solution is done for 15 minutes
e) Rinse of the slide with water.
f) Differentiation in 1% alcohol is done for 30 seconds to differentiate the cell that
the haematoxylin should stain from others i.e. The nucleus from the cytoplasm
g) Rinsing the slide with water is done
h) Blue in scot tap water for 10 minutes
i) Dip the slide in eosin stain for 4 minutes.
j) Rinse in water by dipping twice
k) Dehydration in 90%, absolute 1 and 2 alcohols for 15 seconds each
l) Ensure proper dehydration in the oven for some minutes
m) Clear the slide with 2 series of xylene solution for 3 minutes each
n) Mount the slide with dibutylphytalate xylene [DPX] mountant and cover slip.
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After all these procedures, the sample is ready to be given to a pathologist for examination
and result.

A SLIDE IN A RACK STAINED
WITH HAEMATOXYLIN STAIN

A SLIDE IN A RACK
THAT IS STAINED
WITH EOSIN STAIN

A SLIDE WHICH IS
STAINED
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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3.1.2. MUSEUM UNIT/ SECTION:

Museum is a branch of morbid anatomy which preserves tissue and displays it for research
or for studies purposes.

3.1.2.1.MUSEUM TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE.

Any specimen for museum is handled by followings steps:

A. Reception
B. Preparation
C. Fixation
D. Restoration
E. Preservation
F. Presentation

3.1.2.1.1. RECEPTION: Any specimen received in the museum should be recorded in a
reception book and given a number followed by year [e.g. 19/2017]. This number
will stay with specimen even after it is being catalogued in its place. The number
is being stitched to the specimen.
Reception book in museum technique contains all necessary information about the
specimen like: its accession number date it came into the unit, who brought it into
the unit, how it is gotten etc.
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3.1.2.1.2. PREPARATION: in museum technique, after the specimen has passed through
reception stage, it comes to preparatory stage. An ideal specimen is received
fresh in unfixed state unless it is obtained from pathology laboratory after being
examined, thus will already be formalin fixed. If planning to use a specimen, part
of it can be kept without disturbing for museum.
3.1.2.1.3. FIXATION: its objective is to preserve specimen constituents in as close as a
life-like state as possible and to allow them to undergo further preparative
procedures without changes. Fixation arrest autolysis and putrefaction. The
fixatives used in museums all over the world are based on formalin fixative
technique, and are derived from Kaiserling technique and his modifications.
Kaiser ling recommended that the initial fixation be a neutral formalin (KI)
solution and then transferred to a final preserving glycerin solution (KIII) for
long term display. Colour preservation is also maintained with these solutions.

3.1.2.1.3.1.Kaiserling Technique fixation: The specimen needs to be kept in a large
enough container which can accommodate specimen along with 3-4 times
volume of fixative. Specimen is stored in the Kaiserling 1 Solution for 1 month
depending on the size of the specimen. The specimen should not rest on bottom
or an artificial flat surface will be produced on hardening due to fixation.

Kaiserling I
Solution:
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Formalin

1L

Potassium acetate

45 g.

Potassium nitrate

25 g.
Make up to 10

Distilled water
liters

3.1.2.1.4. RESTORATION: It is required to restore the specimens, as they lose their natural
color on fixation. The recommended method is the Kaiserling’s II method. It involves
removing the specimen, washing it in running water and transferring to 95% alcohol
for 10 minutes to 1 hour depending on the size of specimen. The specimen is then
kept and observed for Colour change for around 1 -1.5 hours. After this step,
specimen is ready for preservation.
3.1.2.1.4.1. KAISERLING’S 2 SOLUTIONS: Alcohol 95%
*Store specimen in this solution for 10 minutes to 1 hour depending on size of
specimen.
Rejuvenator solution

100

Pyridine

ml
100

Sodium hydrosulphite
gm
4
Distilled water
litres
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*Formalin decreases the natural colour of the specimen. However, rejuvenator
solution restores the colour.

3.1.2.1.5. PRESERVATION OF SPECIMEN
The recommended solution for this step is Kaiserling’s III. This is the final solution
in which the specimen will remain for display. It is based on glycerin solution.
Kaiserling III
1416 g.

Solution:
Potassium acetate
Glycerin

4 liters
Make up to 10

Distilled water
liters

*Leave solution to stand for 2 – 3 days before using to ensure proper mixing
of chemicals. Add 1% pyridine as stabilizer. This solution acts as permanent fixative. This
solution easily turns yellowish and needs to be replaced to restore colour of the
specimen. The specimen will initially float to surface but later sink to bottom.

3.1.2.1.6. CONSTRUCTION OF POT (HOW TO POT A TISSUE):


Measure the width, length, and the thickness of the tissue to be potted.
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Measure and mark on the perspex the tissue measurements and cut with perspex
cutter (leave an excess of 1cm on the perspex while measuring).



Place the edge of the perspex that is longer on the mould and align well. (Do not
place the shorter edges to prevent breakage when placed weight).



Remove the protective paper around the edges.



Clean the edge with chloroform.



Apply the perspex cement and place the third surface on top of the two equal
opposite surfaces aligned on the wooden mould.



Place a weight on it and leave overnight.



Clean the opposite side of the third surface with chloroform before applying
perspex cement. Place this fourth surface opposite to the third surface on the free
edges.



Place a weight on it and leave overnight



Clean the top of the pot with chloroform, apply perspex cement and attach to the
four edges of the pot. File off excesses to make it fit in.



Place a weight on it and leave overnight



Fix stoppers to prevent rocking or sliding of centre plate. The space between
stoppers should be the same with the thickness of the centre plate.



Attach the tissue to a centre plate using nylon thread and needle to stitch it to the
centre plate through the holes drilled on the centre plate. Double knots should be
made by threads, on the specimen surface. The centre plate should be 1.0mm
smaller than the pot (i.e. 0.5mm on both sides).
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Mounting fluid is run into within 1cm of the top. Insert the centre plate with the
attached tissue into the pot along the stoppers.



Air bubbles trapped between the specimen and the centre plate is released with a
broad-bladed spatula and then fill the pot with mounting fluid.



Drill two holes on the base of the pot to allow escape of trapped air in the pot. This
is done to prevent the reaction of air with the chemicals to form carbonic acid which
corrodes and lead to autolysis.



Clean the edges of the base with chloroform before applying perspex cement. Place
it lightly in position to cover the pot. Place a weight on it and leave overnight to
allow escape of air bubbles.



Clean the holes with chloroform before closing with perspex rod dipped in perspex
cement. Leave it to set before cutting the rod, then file to smoothen the base. (Use
syringe to fill the pot through the holes if the volume of the mounting fluid reduced
before closing with perspex rod).



File and smoothen any rough edges.
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A POT THAT IS IN CONSTRUCTION
WASHING
OF POT

A COMPLETE POT ON THE SHELVE.
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.1.2.1.7. PRESENTATION OF THE SPECIMEN:

Initially all museum specimens were mounted in cylindrical jars and sealed with
sheep bladder walls. Later they were replaced by rectangular glass jars. They were better
than cylindrical ones as the flat surfaces afforded a clear view of specimens without any
distortion. They are covered by rectangular glass plates. These jars can be purchased
readymade or assembled in museum itself, as per need. Nowadays, Perspex jars are also
available, which are lighter than glass jars. However, they cannot be used to store specimens
fixed in alcohol or methyl salicylate as they react with plastics.
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Potted tissue displayed on a shelve in the museum
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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3.1.3. MORTUARY SECTION:

This is a section where corpse or bodies are kept and waiting for identification or removal
for burial, autopsy or other method. Embalming techniques is done in this section.

3.1.3.1.FUNCTIONS OF MORTUARY


The receipt and temporary storage of bodies;



Performing post-mortem;



Demonstration of post-mortem findings in cases of clinical interest or teaching
purposes;



A section for viewing and/or identification of a body and



Accommodation of visiting relatives

3.1.3.2.EMBALMMENT:
It is the art and science of preserving dead humans by treating them in a modem
form with chemicals. Its intention is to keep it for funerals, medical and scientific
purposes. In modem times, dead bodies are preserved by refrigeration.
3.1.3.3.PURPOSE OF EMBALMMENT
a) To disinfect dead bodies
b) To make dead bodies more presentable to view
c) To prevent the body from decomposition
d) For restoration of the dead body to a life-like state.
3.1.3.4.METHOD OF EMBALMMENT
a) Refrigeration: in this method, the corpse is put in a cold room.
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b) Infusion: this method uses arterial embalmment or pressure using embalming
machine. It is a gravity-flow method.
c) Immersion: in this method, the body is putted in a pool of embalming fluid.
d) Injection: in this method, needle and syringe is used to inject embalming fluid
into the corpse body.

The fluid used for embalmment is a mixture of formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde or in some cases
phenol which are then diluted to gain the final index of the arterial solution. This fluid helps to
preserve, disinfect and restore the dead body.

3.1.3.5.ARTERIES THAT ARE USED FOR EMBALMMENT ARE AS FOLLOWS;
a) Common carotid artery
b) Femoral artery
c) Brachial artery

3.1.3.6.PROCEDURE FOR EMBALMMENT

The material used for embalmment are: embalming fluid, forceps, surgical glove, nose
mask, surgical blade, needle and thread, cannula, cotton wool, gravity embalming tank. Its
procedures are:
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a) When a body was received with its death certificate [it contains; name of the
deceased, date admitted in hospital, address and age date of death, cause of death,
name of doctor incharge of the person and the signature of the doctor]. Without this
death certificate, the mortician won’t receive the deceased body.
b) Before embalmment takes on, the deceased relative must give a go ahead letter that
they support the embalmment of the deceased. Then an embalming report was filled
containing the body's personal items, details any discolorations, cuts, bruises, etc on
the body; and documents the procedures and chemicals used during embalming. This
report can become very valuable if a deceased's family bring a lawsuit against the
embalmer
c) Before embalmment takes place, the mortician is advised to cover him/herself with
noose mask, glove and laboratory coat or apron.
d) The deceased body would be disinfected with disinfectant to remove surface
infection
e) The body was set in anatomical position, with the eyes and mouth tightly closed and
the fingers stretched well and the placed straight. The nasal cavity was closed with
cotton wool.
f) If the deceased was a lady, the mammary gland would be stitched together, to make
it erect.
g) Embalmment was done by selecting the artery which would be used for
embalmment. Femoral artery is mostly used because it is mostly superficial.
h) The femoral triangle is located and a small incision is been made to locate the
femoral artery.
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i) When the artery was gotten and raised above the surface with a aneurism hooks, a
twine is used to tight the artery above and downward, but the upper twine won’t be
tight to allow passage of cannula.
j) A little incision was made on the artery, which a cannula was inserted into the artery
above. After that the twine above was now tighten to occlude formalin from moving
backward.
k) The cannula is connected to a polyethylene tubing which is connected to the gravity
embalming tank (improvised bucket) located above the body on a wooden pavement
attached to the wall.
l) After 8-12 hours, the body was disconnected from the gravity embalming tank and
shifted to the storage room.
m) After 1-2 days of embalming, there would be injection of formalin to the areas that
formalin doesn’t touch like the head region, gluteal region, lower limb and other
areas.

MAKING AN INSITION ON
THE FEMORAL TRIANGLE
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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A BODY THAT IS EMBALMING

A BODY DRESSEDFOR BURIAL
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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3.2.RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT: Radiology is a medical specialty that uses imaging to
diagnose and treat diseases seen within the body. The acquisition of medical images is
carried out by the radiographer often known as radiologic technologist. Depending on
the location, the diagnostic radiologist or reporting radiographer, then interprets or reads
the images and produces a report of their findings and impression or diagnosis. This
report is then transmitted to the clinician who requested the imaging, either routinely or
emergently. They are different type of imaging modalities used in radiology to image,
which are;
a) Plain X-Ray,
b) Ultrasound,
c) Computed Tomography Scan[CT-Scan],
d) Magnetic Resonance Imaging[MRI],

While others are; Mammography, Angiography, Fluoroscope and Nuclear Medical Imaging.

3.2.1. PLAIN X-RAY: These involve the imaging of the body using X-ray radiation.

X-

ray is a form of electromagnetic energy that travels at the speed of light. Has
electromagnetic spectrum. has no mass, no charge and has energy.

X-ray can:


pass all the way through the body,



deflected or scattered,



be absorbed.
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PRINCIPLES OF AN X-RAY:

The principle of an x-ray system with image intensifier is then X-rays impinging on the
image intensifier transformed into a distribution of electron which produce an amplified
light image on a smaller fluorescent screen after acceleration. the image is observed by a
television camera and a film camera and can be viewed by a computer screen and stored in a
CD-ROM or a PACS.

PROCEDURE

1. The patient is laid on chair or on bed.
2. Depending on the plane of projection, the patient can be lay on supine position or in
standing position.
3. The X-ray can be shooting in AP or PA; in AP the beam is shoot from anterior
position and dictated at posterior position; while in PA, the beam is shoot from
posterior position and dictated at anterior plane.
4. The dictator machine is place in anterior or posterior position depending on the plane
of projection.
5. The film is then produce and interpreted by the radiologist
6. The report is finally sends to the doctor that requires it.
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How x-ray passes through the body creating an image

4. It passes through the body rendering the image dark [black].
5. X-ray that are blocked totally render the image light [white].
6. When there is air with low atomic, x-rays get through the body and make image dark
[black].
7. When there is metal with light atomic, the x-ray is blocked and the image formed will
would be light [white].

X-ray is produced through or from electrons that have been accelerated from in vacuum
from the cathode to anode. The emission occurs when filament is heated to pass current
through it. If the filament is hot enough, the electron obtain thermal energy sufficient to
overcome the energy binding the electron to the metal of the filament.

X‐ RAY MACHINE.

A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).
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3.2.2. ULTRASOUND: This is another modality used in radiology unit. Its principle is that
it makes use of sound energy to image human body. It is ideally use to image the soft tissues
majorly and not bone tissues. Soft tissues appear hyper –echoic while bone tissues are
anechoic because of its highly content of calcium salt which absorbs all the sound, since the
sound wave cannot pass through it, there is signal to record back as the reflected echo.
Ultrasound is the safer modality of choice and cheapest because unlike ct, it does not emit
radiation. It converts electric energy to sound energy with a high frequency of sound energy

PRINCIPLE

Sound waves are generated artificially by means of piezoelectric crystals. These crystals are
magic gadget; when connected to alternating current of a certain frequency; they will vibrate
and must emit a sound wave of the same frequency. If on the other hand they are exposed to
sound wave of a certain frequency they will produce an alternating current of that frequency.
If ultrasound gel is applied n the body surface, the crystal is brought into direct contact with
body, the emitted ultrasound waves spread through the tissues, the tissue absorbs, scatter or
reflect them. Absorption and spatial resolution increase with higher frequencies. Maximum
of ultrasound penetration of ultrasound wave s and the depiction of fine image detail
correlate with frequency.
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ULTRASOUND MACHINE IN USE
A PICTURE GOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.2.3. COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN: it is commonly known as CT-Scan. A
medical test that, like traditional x-ray, it produces multiple images or pictures of the body.
The cross-sectional images generated during a CT scan can be reformatted in multiple
planes, and can even generate three-dimensional images. These images can be viewed on a
computer monitor, printed on film or transferred to a CD or DVD. CT images of internal
organs, bones, soft tissue and blood vessels provide greater detail than traditional x-rays,
particularly of soft tissues and blood vessels.

Using specialized equipment and expertise to create and interpret CT scans of the body,
radiologists can more easily diagnose problems such as cancer, cardiovascular disease,
infectious disease, appendicitis, trauma and musculoskeletal disorder?
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PRINCIPLE: In computed tomography the x-ray tube continuously rotates around the
cranio-caudal axis of the patient. A beam of radiation passes through the body and hits a ring
or a moving ring segment of detectors. The incoming radiation is continuously registered;
the signal is digitized and fed into a data matrix taking into account the varying beam
angulations. The data matrix can then be transformed into an output image. The CT
machine`s tube rotation continues as the patient is fed through the ring-like CT gantry, thus
generating no single slice scans but spiral volume scans of larger body.

BENEFITS OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN [CT SCAN



CT scanning is painless, noninvasive and accurate. A major advantage of CT is its
ability to image bone, soft tissue and blood vessels all at the same time. Unlike
conventional x-rays, CT scanning provides very detailed images of many types of tissue
as well as the lungs, bones, and blood vessels.



CT examinations are fast and simple; in emergency cases, they can reveal internal
injuries and bleeding quickly enough to help save lives.



CT has been shown to be a cost-effective imaging tool for a wide range of clinical
problems. CT is less sensitive to patient movement than MRI.



CT can be performed if you have an implanted medical device of any kind, unlike MRI.
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CT imaging provides real-time imaging, making it a good tool for guiding minimally
invasive procedures such as needle biopsies and needle aspirations of many areas of the
body, particularly the lungs, abdomen, pelvis and bones.



A diagnosis determined by CT scanning may eliminate the need for exploratory surgery
and surgical biopsy.



No radiation remains in a patient's body after a CT examination. X-rays used in CT
scans should have no immediate side effects.

RISKS


There is no conclusive evidence that radiation at small amounts delivered by a CT scan
causes cancer.



Large population studies have shown a slight increase in cancer from much larger
amounts of radiation, such as from radiation therapy. Thus, there is always concern that
this risk may also apply to the lower amounts of radiation delivered by a CT exam.



When a CT scan is recommended by your doctor, the expected benefit of this test
outweighs the potential risk from radiation. You are encouraged to discuss the risks
versus the benefits of your CT scan with your doctor or radiologist, and to explore
whether alternative imaging tests may be available to diagnose your condition.



The effective radiation dose for this procedure varies. See the Safety page for more
information about radiation dose



Women should always inform their physician and x-ray or CT technologist if there is
any possibility that they are pregnant. See the Safety page for more information about
pregnancy and x-rays.
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CT scanning is, in general, not recommended for pregnant women unless medically
necessary because of potential risk to the fetus in the womb.



Manufacturers of intravenous contrast indicate mothers should not breastfeed their
babies for 24-48 hours after contrast medium is given. However, both the American
College of Radiology (ACR).

PROCEDURE


The patient would lie on the spiral tray of CT scan



The x-ray tube continues rotating around the cranio-caudal axis of the patient



The beam of radiation passes through the body and hits a moving ring segment
of detectors.



The incoming radiation would be continuously registered



The signal in CT Scan is digitalized and fed into a data matrix taking account the
beam angulations.
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A COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCANNING
MACHINE

A PICTUREGOTTEN FROM FEDERAL TEACHING HOSPITAL ABAKALIKI(FETHA).

3.2.4. MAGNETIC RESONANCE TOMOGRAPHY

Magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]. Nuclear magnetic resonance tomography is the most
complex medical imaging technique use in radiology to image the anatomy and the
physiological processes of the body in health and in disease. MRI uses strong magnetic
field, radio waves, and field gradients to form images of the body. Certain atomic nuclei can
absorb and emit radio frequency energy when place in an external magnetic field. Hydrogen
atoms are most often using to generate a detectable radio frequency signal that is received by
antennas in close proximity to the anatomy being examined. Hydrogen atom exist naturally
in people and other biological tissues organisms in abundant, particularly in water and fat.
Most MRI scanner essentially maps the location of water and fat in the body. MRI has two
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sequences t1 and t2. In t1 imaging, water appears black and in

t2

water appears white. Fat

appears white in both t1and t2. MRI does not emit any form of radiation.

PRINCIPLE: When the patient lies inside the strong magnet, the hydrogen atom in the
patient body water is use to produce MRI Imaging. Pulse of radio waves excites the nuclear
spin energy transition, and magnetic field gradients localize the signal in space. By varying
the parameters of the pulse sequence, different contrast can be generated between tissues
based on the relaxation properties of hydrogen atom.

3.2.5. NUCLEAR MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNIQUE: Nuclear medical imaging is one
the techniques used in radiology to image the body. Its work principle is based on the ability
of the radioactive substance to emit radiations. Here, a radioactive element is injected into
the body and imaged using a special gamma camera to detect the radiation emitted from the
body. The image quality is always low and depends on the localization of the radioactive
element used.

MAMMOGRAPHY

This is another special technique used in radiology to image the breast. It is a special type of
x-rays called soft x-ray with low ionizing dose to detect cancer and tumor cell in the breast.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1. CONCLUSION:

In conclusion, student industrial work experience is like a bridge that link up the theory class
and the practical aspect of teaching. It prepares the student to be smart and to understand
the jobs which they are likely to meet in the future and how to get use of machines and other
working equipment that they may enhance the performance in a particular task.

The SIWES attachment helped me to learn more of the practical aspect of anatomy, mostly
on the following;



The different radiological imaging techniques,



Histopathology/ tissue processing technique,



Museum pot making and



Mortuary techniques.
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4.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

a) The government and industrial training fund should keep this program on and never to
separate it from student because it is the principle key that guide and prepare the student
for future development.
b) The federal government should fully sport the industrial training fund and the student by
paying the student and not only paying but regular payment in order to carry this
program because most challenges that we encounter is lack of finance to feed ourselves
and to transport ourselves to the place of work.
c) The hospital management should ensure regular maintenance and provision of all
laboratory equipment and machinery to enable students on industrial training carry out
their practical effectively

